NEWTON FREE LIBRARY
Newton, Massachusetts

FICTION WRITTEN BY IRISH AUTHORS

Fiction offers a crucial window into the lives of others, promoting empathy and understanding in a way that travelling somewhere rarely does. Book publishers, in offering books from other countries, present readers with greater exposure to the world of people living in other countries.

The fiction collection at the Newton Free Library includes hundreds of titles that were originally written by foreign authors and in languages ranging from Arabic to Yiddish.

The following novels written by Irish authors are available at the Newton Free Library. The Newton Free Library, as well as the Minuteman Library Network, has many other novels written by Irish authors. Ask a librarian, if you need help in locating a title.

Ahern, Cecelia. The Book of Tomorrow; The Gift; If You Could See Me Now; One Hundred Names; PS, I Love You; Rosie Dunne; Thanks For the Memories; There's No Place Like Here; The Time of My Life.

Banville, John. Ancient Light; Athena; The Blue Guitar; The Book of Evidence: Doctor Copernicus; Eclipse; The Infinities; Long Lankin: Stories; The Newton Letter; The Sea; Shroud; The Untouchable.

Barry, Sebastian. Annie Dunne; Days Without End; A Long Long Way; On Canaan's Side; The Secret Scripture; The Temporary Gentleman; The Whereabouts of Eneas McNulty.

Baume, Sara. A Line Made By Walking; Spill Simmer Falter Wither.

Binx, Maev. The Builders; Chestnut Street; Circle of friends; The copper beech; A few of the girls: stories); Full house; Heart and Soul; Light a Penny Candle; The Lilac Bus: Stories; Minding Frankie; Nights of Rain and Stars; The Return Journey: and Other Stories; Scarlet Feather; Silver wedding; Star Sullivan; Tara Road; This Year It Will Be Different and Other Stories: A Christmas Treasury; A Week In Winter; Whitethorn Woods.

Bowen, Elizabeth. The Collected Stories; Eva Trout, or, Changing Scenes; The Hotel; Ivy Gripped the Steps, and Other Stories; The Last September; The Little Girls; Look At All Those Roses, Short Stories; A World of Love.


Boyne, John. The Absolutist; Crippen: A Novel of Murder; A History of Loneliness; The House of Special Purpose; Next of Kin; The Thief of Time; This House Is Haunted.

Brady, Conor. The Eloquence of the Dead; A June of Ordinary Murders.

Bruen, Ken. American Skin; Ammunition; Blitz, or, Brant Hits The Blues; Bust; Calibre; Cross; The Devil; The Dramatist; The Emerald Lie; Green Hell: A Jack Taylor Novel; The Guards; The Hackman Blues; Headstone; The Killing of the Tinkers; London Boulevard; The Magdalen Martyrs; The Max; The Mcdead; Once Were Cops; Priest; Purgatory: A Jack Taylor Novel; Sanctuary.
Burke, Declan. *Absolute Zero Cool; The Big O; Crime Always Pays; Eight Ball Boogie; The Lost and the Blind; Slaughter's Hound: A Harry Rigby Mystery.*

Costello, Mary. *Academy Street*

Delaney, Frank. *Ireland: A Novel; The Last Storyteller; The Matchmaker of Kenmare; Shannon; Tipperary.*

Donoghue, Emma. *Astray; Frog Music; Hood; Landing; Life Mask; Room; The Sealed Letter; The Sealed Letter; Slammerkin; Stir-Fry; Touchy Subjects: Stories; The Woman Who Gave Birth To Rabbits: Stories; The Wonder.*


Doyle, Rob. *Here Are the Young Men.*

Doyle, Roddy. *The Barrytown Trilogy; Bullfighting; The Commitments; The Dead Republic; The Deportees and Other Stories; The Guts; Paddy Clarke, Ha-Ha-Ha; The Snapper; A Star Called Henry; The Van; The Woman Who Walked Into Doors.*

Enright, Anne. *The Forgotten Waltz; The Gathering; The Green Road; The Pleasure of Eliza Lynch; What Are You Like?; The Wig My Father Wore; Yesterday's Weather: Stories.*

French, Tana. *Broken Harbor; Faithful Place; In the Woods; The Likeness; The Secret Place; The Trespasser.*

Glynn, Alan. *Bloodland; The Dark Fields; Limitless; Paradime.*

Griffin, Ella. *The Flower Arrangement.*

Hughes, Andrew. *The Convictions of John Delahunt.*

James, Marlon. *A Brief History of Seven Killings; The Book of Night Women; John Crow's Devil.*

Johnston, Jennifer. *How Many Miles to Babylon?*

Jordan, Neil. *Carnivalesque; The Crying Game; The Dream of a Beast; The Drowned Detective; Mistaken; Night In Tunisia and Other Stories; The Past; Shade.*

Keane, John B. *The Bodhran Makers; An Irish Christmas Feast: The Best of John B. Keane; The Teapots Are Out and Other Eccentric Tales From Ireland.*

Kerrigan, Gene. *Little Criminals; The Midnight Choir; The Rage.*

Keyes, Marian. *Angels; Anybody Out There?; The Brightest Star In the Sky; Lucy Sullivan Is Getting Married; The Mystery of Mercy Close: A Walsh Sister Novel; Sushi For Beginners; This Charming Man; The Woman Who Stole My Life.*


Lally, Caitriona. *Eggshells.*

Lynch, Paul. *The Black Snow; Grace; Red Sky In Morning.*

MacDonald, Siobhan. *Twisted River.*

MacMahon, Kathleen. *The Long, Hot Summer; This Is How It Ends.*

McBride, Eimear. *A Girl Is a Half-Formed Thing; The Lesser Bohemians.*

McCormack, Mike. *Crowe's Requiem; Forensic Songs; Solar Bones.*
McGahern, John. Amongst Women; The Barracks; By the Lake; The Dark; High Ground; The Leavetaking; The Pornographer; The Collected Stories.

McInerney, Lisa. The Glorious Heresies.

McKeon, Belinda. Solace; Tender.

McKinty, Adrian. The Bloomsday Dead; The Cold Cold Ground: A Detective Sean Duffy Novel; Dead I Well May Be; The Dead Yard; Falling Glass; Fifty Grand; Gun Street Girl: A Detective Sean Duffy Novel; Hidden River; I Hear the Sirens in the Street: A Detective Sean Duffy Novel; In the Morning I'll Be Gone: A Detective Sean Duffy Novel.

Moriarty, Sinead. The Baby Trail.

Murray, Paul. An Evening of Long Goodbyes; The Mark and the Void; Skippy Dies.

Neville, Stuart. Collusion: A Jack Lennon Investigation Set In Northern Ireland; The Final Silence; The Ghosts of Belfast; Ratlines; So Say the Fallen; Stolen Souls; Those We Left Behind.

Notaro, Anita. The WWW Club.

Nugent, Liz. Unraveling Oliver.

O Cadhain, Mairtin. The Dirty Dust: Cre Na Cille

O'Brien, Edna. The Country Girls Trilogy and Epilogue; Down By the River; A Fanatic Heart: Selected Stories; Girls In Their Married Bliss; I Hardly Knew You; In the Forest; Lantern Slides: Stories; The Light of Evening; The Little Red Chairs; The Love Object: Stories; Night; A Pagan Place; Saints and Sinners: Stories; A Scandalous Woman, and Other Stories; Time and Tide; Triptych; Wild Decembers.

O'Brien, Flann. At Swim-Two-Birds; The Complete Novels; The Poor Mouth: A Bad Story About the Hard Life; Stories and Plays; The Various Lives of Keats and Chapman: Including, 'The Brother.'

O'Connor, Joseph. The Comedian; Cowboys and Indians; Ghost Light; Redemption Falls; Star of the Sea.

O'Farrell, Maggie. After You'd Gone; The Hand That First Held Mine; Instructions For a Heatwave; My Lover's Lover; This Must Be the Place; The Vanishing Act of Esme Lennox.

O'Flanagan, Sheila. He's Got To Go; Maggie's Story.

Plunkett, James. Farewell Companions.

Rooney, Sally. Conversations with friends.

Ryan, Donal. All We Shall Know; The Spinning Heart; The Thing About December.

Taylor, Alice. Across the River.

Taylor, Patrick. (The Irish Country Series, listed in order) - An Irish Country Doctor; An Irish Country Village; An Irish Country Christmas; An Irish Country Girl; An Irish Country Courtship; A Dublin Student Doctor; An Irish Country Wedding; Fingal O'Reilly, Irish Doctor; An Irish Doctor in Peace and War; An Irish Doctor in Love and at Sea; Home is the Sailor: Stories; The Wily O'Reilly: Irish Country Stories.
Toibin, Colm. Brooklyn; The Empty Family: Stories; The Heather Blazing; House of Names; The Master; Mothers and Sons: Stories; Nora Webster; The South; The Story of the Night; The Testament of Mary.

Trevor, William. After Rain; The Ballroom of Romance and Other Stories; A Bit On the Side; Cheating At Canasta; The Collected Stories; The Day We Got Drunk On Cake, and Other Stories; Death In Summer; Family Sins & Other Stories; Fools of Fortune; The Hill Bachelors; Love and Summer; Lovers of Their Time and Other Stories; Miss Gomez and the Brethren; Mrs. Eckdorf In O'Neill's Hotel; My House In Umbria; The News From Ireland & Other Stories; Nights At the Alexandra; The Old Boys; Other People's Worlds; Reading Turgenev; Selected Stories; The Silence In the Garden; The Story of Lucy Gault.

Short Story Collections by Multiple Irish Authors

Frawley, Oona (Editor). New Dubliners. Short Stories N42F

Garrity, Devin A. (Editor). 44 Irish Short Stories, An Anthology of Irish Short Fiction From Yeats To Frank O'Connor. Short Stories F779

McKinty, Adrian (Editor). Belfast Noir. Short Stories B411MC

O'Brien, Kate Cruise (Editor). In Sunshine or In Shadow. Short Stories I35M

Toibin, Colm (Editor). The Penguin Book of Irish Fiction. Short Stories P376I

Trevor, William (Editor). The Oxford Book of Irish Short Stories. Short Stories O98I

Walsh, Caroline (Editor). Dislocation: Stories From a New Ireland. Short Stories D631W
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